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Heidi Rhodes
www.heidirhodestextiles.com
Heidi studied textiles at Chelsea
Art College and graduated with a
BA Hons in Textile Design. Since
graduating she has worked as an artist and arts
practitioner in the area of mental health and
for people with learning disabilities. Over the
past three years she has worked full time as a
professional artist producing a range of imagery
all with a fairy tale feel. Her current work includes
a series of iconic London buildings and bridges,
many including last year’s celebrations, the
Olympics and the Jubilee pageant. Most recent
is the naughty fairy range who have begun their
travels by causing all sorts of chaos during their
visit to London!

THE
NAUGHTY
PIRATES

Welcome to the world of Naughty Pirates!

Despite the name, it’s not the latest in a series of
well-known swashbuckling Hollywood movies. It
is in fact a new gallery in our very own Brighton.
The Naughty Pirates aims to showcase the latest,
idiosyncratic, magical and extraordinary in the
very un-ordinary world of making and showing
works of art.
The gallery offers a varied selection of framed
images, mounts, hand-enhanced prints and cards
for every occasion. The Naughty Pirates are
moored on Brighton beach opposite the merrygo-round and open Friday to Sunday from 11am
to 5pm
Arch 237 King’s Road Arches
Brighton BN1 1NB
07776 461801
www.thenaughtypirates.com
thenaughtypirates@gmail.com

Stephen J Connett
www.thenaughtypirates.com
Stephen is an artist who explores
in collage the nature of the media
culture – and its influence on him
as a receiver of that culture – in a biting, satirical
and humorous way. He graduated with a degree
in Film at Surrey Institute of Art and Design in
2000 and continues to work in audio visual media
alongside his collage work. Stephen is currently
the manager of The Naughty Pirates Gallery and
is looking to expand the range and possibilities
of the Naughty Pirates art brand.
Katja Dell
www.katjadell.com
Katja is a part-time freelance
illustrator based in Brighton and
has exhibited at several local
galleries and Open Houses. After studying
photography in London and later re-training in
illustration, she was awarded an MA in Sequential
Design/Illustration from the University of
Brighton in 2011. Katja is fascinated by Popsurrealism, the Steam-punk revival and anything
remotely Victorian. Her passion for boisterous
lacy fashion, fancy hats, burlesque theatre, antique
dolls, tattoo art, haunted mansions, vampires and
cupcakes has always provided an abundance of
inspiration for her work. She spends most of her
weekends sipping tea with a Baron and creating
unique and quirky characters that are becoming
increasingly popular.
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